The influence of residue in the position of 116 on the inhibitory potency of TH588 for MTH1.
As one of the first-in-class inhibitor, TH588 was found to be efficient in the suppression of MutT homolog1 (MTH1). A recent work shows that the inhibitory potency of TH588 against human MTH1 (hsMTH1) is approximately 20-fold over that of mouse MTH1 (mmMTH1) and identifies residue in position 116 in MTH1 has an important contribution to TH588 affinity. But the effect of residue Leu or Met in position 116 on the binding affinity remains unclear. In this study, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and free energy calculations were used to elucidate the mechanism about the effect of residue 116 to the different inhibitory potency of TH588 against MTH1. The binding free energy of TH588 in M116 complexes predicated by the Molecular Mechanics/Generalized Born Surface Area (MM/GBSA) is much lower than that in L116 complexes, which is consistent with the experiment results. The analysis of the individual energy terms suggests that the non-polar interactions are important for distinguishing the binding of TH588. The MD results show that the Leu116 disrupts the interactions between Asn33 and TH588, thus induces the conformational changes of Asn33 as well as TH588. The altered interactions between TH588 and mmMTH1 change the flexibility of TH588, which could induce the remarkable conformational fluctuation of mmMTH1. The conformations of the two loops covering the binding pocket have obvious influence on the opening or closure of the active site. The more open binding site may explain the lower inhibitor potency of TH588 against mmMTH1 than hsMTH1. Our results provide mechanistic insight into the effect of different residue Leu or Met in position 116 on the binding affinity of TH588 for MTH1, which is expected to contribute to the further rational design of more potent inhibitors.